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Abstract

Existing federated learning (FL) approaches are de-
ployed under the unrealistic closed-set setting, with both
training and testing classes belong to the same set, which
makes the global model fail to identify the unseen classes
as ‘unknown’. To this end, we aim to study a novel prob-
lem of federated open-set recognition (FedOSR), which
learns an open-set recognition (OSR) model under feder-
ated paradigm such that it classifies seen classes while
at the same time detects unknown classes. In this work,
we propose a parameter disentanglement guided federated
open-set recognition (FedPD) algorithm to address two
core challenges of FedOSR: cross-client inter-set interfer-
ence between learning closed-set and open-set knowledge
and cross-client intra-set inconsistency by data heterogene-
ity. The proposed FedPD framework mainly leverages two
modules, i.e., local parameter disentanglement (LPD) and
global divide-and-conquer aggregation (GDCA), to first
disentangle client OSR model into different subnetworks,
then align the corresponding parts cross clients for matched
model aggregation. Specifically, on the client side, LPD de-
couples an OSR model into a closed-set subnetwork and an
open-set subnetwork by the task-related importance, thus
preventing inter-set interference. On the server side, GDCA
first partitions the two subnetworks into specific and shared
parts, and subsequently aligns the corresponding parts
through optimal transport to eliminate parameter misalign-
ment. Extensive experiments on various datasets demon-
strate the superior performance of our proposed method.

1. Introduction
Deep learning algorithms rely on the availability of

large-scale data to achieve remarkable performance. How-
ever, in reality, data is scattered across different organiza-
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Figure 1. Parameter disentanglement on FedOSR models and
comparison of various aggregation strategies on FedOSR setting.
(a) FedAvg simply aggregates multiple OSR models, leading to
model collapse; (b) Our FedPD first aligns corresponding close-
specific, open-specific and shared parts by optimal transport (OT),
then aggregates aligned parameters. The curves inside the network
box represent different parameter distribution of each parts.

tions and difficult to integrate into a centralized dataset, ow-
ing to increasing privacy and ethical concerns, especially
for those sensitive data such as location-based services or
health information [22]. To break this dilemma, feder-
ated learning (FL) [5, 23, 20] provides a privacy-preserving
paradigm that allows local clients to collaboratively train a
shared global model without data sharing.

Although FL has recently achieved promising progress,
existing FL works [23, 20, 5] are generally evaluated in a
closed-set scenario, where the categories of training and
testing samples are identical. The closed-set setting is irra-
tional since unknown classes may appear at the test time and
would be classified into known classes. This problem seri-
ously impedes the deployment of FL models in many real-
world applications due to enormous risk, such as clinical
diagnosis and autonomous driving. Current open-set recog-
nition (OSR) methods [3, 43, 2, 6] attempt to improve the
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ability of models in recognizing unknown classes, but they
are designed for the centralized setting. In this work, we
represent the first effort to formulate a challenging and un-
explored problem of Federated Open Set Recognition (Fe-
dOSR). FedOSR aims to unite multiple distributed clients
to learn a global model and reduce privacy as well as se-
curity risk, which not only exactly classifies known classes
but also recognizes unknown classes in the testing stage.

Directly applying existing OSR methods into the FL set-
ting for FedOSR mainly undergoes two troublesome chal-
lenges. The first challenge lies in the cross-client inter-
set interference between learning closed-set and open-set
knowledge. According to the previous study [34], the par-
tial parameters of a client model are in charge of learn-
ing knowledge of known classes, and the rest are related
to open set. The known classes-related parameters of a
client is probably polluted by the open set-related param-
eters from other clients after server communication, lead-
ing to the performance degradation on closed set. Similarly,
open set-related parameters of a client are also affected by
closed-set knowledge of other clients. In this situation, a un-
known samples would be possibly misclassified into known
classes. The second one is cross-client intra-set inconsis-
tency by data heterogeneity. Even though we aggregate cor-
responding closed-related parameters of OSR models from
different clients, these parameters are still misaligned due to
the permutation invariance property of neural networks and
data heterogeneity [37]. Aggregation of local client param-
eters directly at the server can result in inconsistent models
among the clients, leading to significant divergence of client
models. This inconsistency issue can cause slow and un-
stable convergence [19], ultimately resulting in sub-optimal
performance of the entire FL system [17, 37].

To achieve FedOSR, we conquer these intractable chal-
lenges from a new perspective, i.e., parameter disentangle-
ment. Based on the lottery ticket hypothesis [7, 11, 36], we
divide parameters of a client model into a closed-set subnet-
work and an open-set subnetwork. These two subnetworks
have their own specific parameters, which are only related
to known classes and unknown classes respectively. Mean-
while, they also share partial parameters since known and
unknown samples might have some similar patterns [35].
The parameter disentanglement of client models can pre-
serve the high performance of closed set by reducing the in-
terference from open-set subnetworks. As shown in Fig. 1,
the closed-set subnetworks and the open-set subnetworks
of different client models distribute in different positions
with some overlaps. Directly aggregating all client OSR
models by FedAvg [23] on the server side may encounter
the parameter misalignment problem and lead to model col-
lapse as shown in Fig. 1 (a). These destroyed parameters
are transmitted to clients and slow down the convergence of
the federated system due to bad model initialization to the

next training step. Therefore, aligning these subnetworks
before model aggregation is a crucial step to solve the in-
consistency problem of parameter distributions.

To tackle these challenges in FedOSR, we propose a
novel parameter disentanglement guided federated OSR
(FedPD) algorithm in this paper, which effectively ad-
dresses the local parameter misalignment problem occurred
on the global model aggregation. Specifically, we design
a local parameter disentanglement strategy (LPD) to firstly
decouple an OSR model into two subnetworks: an open-
set subnetwork and a closed-set subnetwork by task-related
metrics. To overcome the parameter misalignment caused
by simply parameter averaging on whole client OSR mod-
els, we propose a global divide-and-conquer aggregation
(GDCA) method to firstly divide two subnetworks into spe-
cific parts and shared parts, then align corresponding pa-
rameter components by optimal transport [13, 30] and ag-
gregate them. As shown in Fig. 1 (b), our FedPD enables
reasonable model aggregation and reliable global model to
boost federated training.

The major contribution of this paper are summarized as
follows:

• We address a practical FL problem, namely Federated
Open-Set Recognition (FedOSR). To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work to improve the ability
of detecting novel category for federated models.

• We propose a novel Parameter Disentanglement
guided Federated algorithm (FedPD) to solve pa-
rameter misalignment problem in FedOSR.

• On the client side, we introduce the Local Parame-
ter Disentanglement (LPD) approach, which leverages
task-related importance on model parameters to decou-
ple the local OSR model into a closed-set subnetwork
and an open-set subnetwork.

• On the server side, we design a Global Divide-and-
Conquer Aggregation (GDCA) strategy to partition
the two subnetworks into specific and shared parts,
align the corresponding parts via optimal transport,
and subsequently fuse them to alleviate the misalign-
ment problem in FedOSR.

2. Related Work
2.1. Federated Learning

Federated learning [23, 20, 38, 37, 19, 29, 24, 42] pro-
vides a promising privacy-preserving solution for multi-site
data collaboration, which develops a global model from de-
centralized datasets by aggregating the parameters of each
local client while keeping data locally. Representatively,
McMahan [23] proposed the popular FedAvg algorithm
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for communication-efficient federated training of deep net-
works. There are two lines to improve FedAvg: improve-
ment on local training and on global aggregation.

Regarding improving local training, FedProx [19] intro-
duced a proximal term to the clients’ objective, which reg-
ulates the local updates to be closer to the initial global
model. Meanwhile, MOON [18] proposed a model con-
trastive loss that corrects local updates by maximizing the
agreement of the representation learned by the current local
model and the global model, and minimizing the agreement
of the representation learned by the current local model and
the previous local model.

As for studies on improving the global aggregation
phase, FedMA [37] utilizes Bayesian non-parametric meth-
ods to match and average weights in a layer-wise manner.
To preserve personalization of local clients, FedBN [20] ag-
gregates parameters except BN layers on the server side.
Chen [5] proposed to aggregate client model parameters
on the frequency domain. Even if these works [37, 21] try
to solve parameter misalignment, they are applied to the
closed-set recognition task, which can’t be directly trans-
ferred to open-set recognition due to complex parameter
composition in open-set recognition.
2.2. Open Set Recognition

To deploy the classification models to real-world sce-
nario with high stability, open-set recognition (OSR) [40,
41, 33, 3, 43] was proposed to classify known classes while
detect unknown classes at the same time. Recent deep
learning-based OSR methods can be classified into three
categories: discriminative-based models, prototype-based
models and generative-based models.

Discriminative model-based methods calibrate the clas-
sification logistics to detect unknown samples. Softmax
scores are initially utilized to identify out-of-distribution
data by argmax thresholding. OpenMax [2] improves soft-
max scores with an OpenMax layer and fits outputs proba-
bilities with Weibull distributions.

Prototype-based methods [4, 3, 26] apply prototype
learning to identify unknown samples on the feature space.
ARPL [3] enhanced prototype learning with generated fake
samples to achieve prediction-level and feature-level detec-
tion. Even if prototype-based methods show outstanding
performance on open-set recognition, they are not suitable
to be applied on FL since the uploaded prototype may cause
leakage of privacy.

Generative model-based methods generate unknown
samples using GANs [10] and autoencoders [1] to help
the classifier learning the decision boundary between
known and unknown distributions. OSRCI [27] utilized
GAN [10] architecture to generate counterfactual examples.
PROSER [43] set up the open space between class bound-
aries to keep classes far from each other based on manifold
mixup. Generally, there are a closed-set loss based on su-

pervision from known samples and an open-set loss by gen-
erated unknown samples or boundary constrains [9, 32].

3. Problem Definition
We begin with formal definition of Federated Learning

(FL) and Open-Set Recognition (OSR). Then we define
Federated Open-Set Recognition (FedOSR) and its chal-
lenges.
Open-Set Recognition: In the standard open-set recogni-
tion, the model is trained with a labelled closed training set
Dtrain = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1 ⊂ X × C, where X is the input
images and C is the set of ‘known’ classes. On the testing
phase, the testing set Dtest = {(xi, yi)}Mi=1 ⊂ X × (C ∪U)
contains both seen classes C and unseen classes U . In addi-
tion to returning the distribution p(y|x, y ∈ C) over known
classes, the model also returns a score O(y ∈ C|x) to in-
dicate whether or not the test sample belongs to any of the
known classes. Since generative model-based approaches
shows superior performance, we utilize these methods as
our baseline. There are two loss components of generative
model-based approaches: closed-set loss based on supervi-
sion from known samples and an open-set loss by generated
unknown samples or boundary constrains:

Lcls = Lclose + λ · Lopen, (1)

where Lclose is the cross entropy loss between model pre-
diction and known ground truth, Lopen is to constrain open
space or generated unknown samples.
Federated Open-Set Recognition: We then extend con-
ventional open-set recognition to Federated Open-Set
Recognition (FedOSR). Given K local clients {Sl}Kl=1 with
the same known classes C and a global central server G, for
the federated round t, every client Sk will receive the same
global model weights Gt−1 from the central server and up-
date the model with their local data Dk for E epochs. The
central server then collects the local parameters Skt from
all clients and aggregates them to update the global model
Gt. This process repeats until the global model converges.
In this paper, we consider the most popular federated aver-
aging algorithm (FedAvg) [23], which aggregates the local
parameters with weights of each local dataset to update the
global model G = 1

K

∑K
k=1 Sk.

Challenges: Based on the conclusion that closed-
set ability is related to certain parameters of an OSR
model [34], the simple merging of OSR models may re-
sult in the mixing of closed-related parameters from one
client with closed-unrelated parameters from other clients,
thereby rendering the related parameters ineffective. Fur-
thermore, even if we aggregate the corresponding closed-
related parameters of different OSR models, they may still
be misaligned due to the inconsistent distribution of loca-
tions. These two challenges pose difficulties in globally ag-
gregating OSR models.
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Figure 2. Framework of the proposed FedPD. It consists of a local parameter disentanglement strategy (LPD) and a global divide-and-
conquer aggregation approach (GDCA). On the client side, an OSR model is generated with closed-set loss and open-set loss on samples
of known classes. Then, LPD decouples the local OSR model into a closed-set subnetwork and an open-set subnetwork by task-related
parameter importance. On the server side, GDCA first extracts close-specific, open-specific and shared parameters from the uploaded
subnetworks, and then align the corresponding parts by optimal transport and fuse them to generate global model.

4. The Proposed FedPD

The overview of our method is depicted in Fig. 2. To
address the FedOSR requirements, our method solves pa-
rameter misalignment via a local parameter disentangle-
ment (LPD) strategy (Section 4.1) and a global divide-and-
conquer aggregation (GDCA) approach (Section 4.2). For
the federated round t, every client Sk will receive the same
global model weights Gt−1 from the last round and up-
date the model with their local known data Dk by a closed-
set loss and an open-set loss. The LPD then decouples
the updated local OSR model Sk

t into a closed-set subnet-
workMk

close and an open-set subnetworkMk
open. The lo-

cal model Sk together with two subnetworks Mk
close and

Mk
open are uploaded to the server for global divide-and-

conquer aggregation. Specifically, the central server first
divides two subnetworks into specific parts Pk

close, Pk
open

and shared part Pk
share, then aligns corresponding parts of

all clients by optimal transport. At last, the aligned models
are averaged to generate the global model Gt.

4.1. Local Parameter Disentanglement

To address the parameter misalignment problem caused
by cross-client inter-set inference, we propose a local pa-
rameter disentanglement (LPD) strategy to analyze param-
eter components in FedOSR and decouple an OSR model

into a closed-set subnetwork and an open-set subnetwork.
Specifically, motivated by the lottery ticket hypothesis [7,
11, 36] which shows that only partial parameters are signif-
icant for generalization, we find that partial parameters of
an OSR model are important to closed-set classification and
some parameters are significant to open-set detection.

Top-K

𝑻𝒄𝒍𝒐𝒔𝒆

𝑻𝒐𝒑𝒆𝒏

𝑴𝒄𝒍𝒐𝒔𝒆

𝑴𝒐𝒑𝒆𝒏

Figure 3. Parameter distribution of closed-set subnetwork and
open-set subnetwork on an OSR model on MNIST dataset.

The Lottery Ticket Hypothesis We first review the lottery
ticket hypothesis [7, 11, 36], which generates subnetwork
to achieve better generalization. For subtask t, if parameter
hi is essential to it, the change of loss would be large once
we remove hi (i.e., hi = 0) [25]. We define the difference
value Ωt to represent the importance score of the parameter
as shown in Eq. 2.

Ωt(hi) = |Lt(H,hi = 0)− Lt(H,hi)|, (2)

where H refers to other parameters except hi. Since it’s in-
efficient to evaluate the importance by parameter traversal,
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we approximate it with Taylor Expansion [39] and obtain:

Ωt(hi) = |
∂Lt(H,hi)

∂hi
hi| = |▽Lt(hi)× hi|. (3)

After deriving the importance score of parameters for sub-
task t based on input (Xt,Yt), parameters with the higher
score are selected as the subnetwork for t. It can be indi-
cated by a mask Mt, where M t(hi) = 1 if hi belongs to
the subnetwork, and M t(hi) = 0 otherwise.
Parameter Disentanglement on OSR Based on the lot-
tery ticket hypothesis, we apply parameter disentanglement
to decouple an OSR model into closed-set subnetwork and
open-set subnetwork. Specifically, given a local OSR model
Sk, we define two task-related metric Tclose and Topen
to judge the importance of each parameter contributing to
closed-set classification and open-set detection based on the
Eq. 3:

T k
close(i) = |▽Lclose(ωi)× ωi|, i ∈ [m∗] . (4)

T k
open(i) = |▽Lopen(ωi)× ωi|, i ∈ [m∗] . (5)

where m∗ is the parameter number of a module in an OSR
network and wi is the corresponding parameters of the mod-
ule. The larger the value of T (i) is, the more this parameter
contributes to the task-related loss function.

After deriving the importance score Tclose, Topen of pa-
rameters for closed-set loss and open-set loss, we choose the
top-K highest scores as most valuable weights and set them
as 1 with the rest as 0 to generate closed-set subnetwork and
open-set subnetwork respectively:

Mk
close(i) =

{
1, T k

close(i) > δclose

0, otherwise
(6)

Mk
open(i) =

{
1, T k

open(i) > δopen

0, otherwise
(7)

where δclose and δopen are the threshold to filter out redun-
dant parameters and we choose the threshold based on ratio
of parameter numbers. Here we set the masking ratio as 0.5
based on our experimental observation.

We visualize the subnetworks in the first convolution
layer as illustrated in Fig. 3. It’s obvious that open-set and
closed-set subnetworks hold different distribution.
Parameter Disentanglement on FedOSR Given a set of
local OSR models {Sk}Kk=1, we apply parameter disentan-
glement on these models, and plot closed-set subnetworks
{Mk

close}Kk=1 and open-set subnetworks {Mk
open}Kk=1 as

shown in Fig. 4. It illustrates that there exists parameter
misalignment in both closed-set subnetworks and open-set
subnetworks among these clients. Simply aggregating the

client OSR modes into one global model may ignore the
complex parameter composition and lead to model collapse
due to unmatched averaging. For example, the parameter
averaging on a closed-set subnetwork and an open-set sub-
network on the same position may generate chaotic neuron
weights. This phenomenon motivates us to develop a new
model aggregation approach for FedOSR.
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Figure 4. Parameter distribution of closed-set parameters and
open-set parameters in federated framework on HDR-FL dataset.
The horizontal direction of the picture represents channel num-
bers, and the vertical of it denotes client numbers.

4.2. Global Divide-and-Conquer Aggregation

During model communication on the server side, pa-
rameter misalignment problem will significantly destroy
the global model, thus providing bad model initialization
for local training in next step. To further remedy the
aggregation catastrophe by cross-client intra-set inconsis-
tency, we design a global divide-and-conquer aggregation
(GDCA) method to first divide an OSR model into three
non-overlapping parts: close-specific parameters, open-
specific parameters and shared parameters, and then align
and aggregate the corresponding parts respectively.
Learning to divide Based on the results of local param-
eter disentanglement, an OSR model can be decoupled
into a closed-set subnetwork and an open-set subnetwork
as shown in Fig. 4. Since there are overlaps between
these two subnetworks, we further divide an OSR model
into three non-overlapping parts: close-specific parameters,
open-specific parameters and shared parameters.

Pclose = Mclose ⊙Mopen, (8)
Popen = Mopen ⊙Mclose, (9)
Pshare = Mopen ⊙Mclose, (10)

whereM is the negation of the binary maskM. Compared
with two subnetworks, the three non-overlapping parts are
more suitable to deal with since the overlapping parameters
may cause conflicts after alignment.
Learning to conquer We disentangle the OSR model of
each client into three parts and align the corresponding parts
before aggregation. The neuron weights are considered as
a distribution, and we use optimal transport (OT) to achieve
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distribution alignment as shown in Fig. 2. OT is a technique
used to solve distribution matching problems by finding a
minimal effort solution to transport a given mass of dirt into
a given hole. It has been successfully applied to various
problems such as domain adaptation and GANs. We com-
pute the transport map layer by layer to achieve alignment
between two models WA and WB .

Taking two models WA and WB as an example, we
align parameters of WA on WB by channel-wise distribu-
tion matching. Let us assume that we are at one convolu-
tion layer W (ℓ) ∈ (Cℓin, Cℓout, F ℓ) and the previous layers
have already been aligned, where F = k × k is the square
of filter size. The transport matrix of the last convolution
layer W (ℓ−1) ∈ (Cℓ−1in , Cℓ−1out , F

ℓ−1) is denoted as T (ℓ−1)

∈ (Cℓ−1out , Cℓ−1out ). Since the output of last layer has been per-
muted by T (ℓ−1), we conduct post-multiplying on current
layer with transport map of previous layer such that the or-
der of current layer input Cℓ−1out can match the order of Cℓin.
Then the current layer can be transformed as:

Ŵ
(ℓ, ℓ−1)
A ←W

(ℓ)
A

⊤
T (ℓ−1), (11)

where Ŵ
(ℓ, ℓ−1)
A is the post-processed layer, and W

(ℓ)
A is

transposed as (Cℓin, F ℓ, Cℓout) to achieve matrix multiplica-
tion.

With current layer permuted, we compute the opti-
mal transport map T (ℓ) between Ŵ

(ℓ, ℓ−1)
A ,W

(ℓ)
B , i.e.,

T (ℓ), d ← OT(Ŵ (ℓ, ℓ−1)
A ,W

(ℓ)
B ), where d denotes the ob-

tained Wasserstein-distance. We use this transport map T (ℓ)

to align the neurons weights of the first model (WA) with
respect to the second (WB),

W̃
(ℓ, ℓ−1)
A ← T (ℓ)⊤Ŵ

(ℓ, ℓ−1)
A , (12)

where W̃
(ℓ, ℓ−1)
A is the aligned layer from model WA to

WB . To simplify this alignment process, we define W̃A =
OT (WA,WB). Through the alignment of model parame-
ters, model WA will only change the orders of feature chan-
nels without affecting the model prediction.

When we align the parameters of the OSR model for all
clients, we can choose any client as the target client and
align other clients with the target client. For example, we
use the second client as the target client as shown in Fig. 2.
The alignment process can be denoted as:

S̃kclose = OT (Sk ⊙ Pk
close,S2 ⊙ P2

close), (13)

S̃kopen = OT (Sk ⊙ Pk
open, S

2 ⊙ P2
open), (14)

S̃kshare = OT (Sk ⊙ Pk
share,S2 ⊙ P2

share). (15)

After that, the global model G can be represented as:

G =
1

K
(

K∑
k=1

S̃k
close +

K∑
k=1

S̃k
open +

K∑
k=1

S̃k
share). (16)

Algorithm 1 summarizes the FedPD algorithm.

Algorithm 1 FedPD

SERVER OPERATIONS
Inputs: Round number T , Set of clients K
Output: Global OSR model G

for t = 0, 1, . . . , T − 1 do
for client k ∈ K in parallel do
Sk,Mk

close,M
k
open ← CLIENTOPERATIONS(Gt−1)

end for
Pk

close =Mk
close ⊙Mk

open ▷ Eq. 8

Pk
open =Mk

open ⊙Mk
close ▷ Eq. 9

Pk
share =Mk

close ⊙M
k
open ▷ Eq. 10

S̃k
close = OT (Sk ⊙ Pk

close, S
2 ⊙ P2

close) ▷ Eq. 13
S̃k
open = OT (Sk ⊙ Pk

open, S
2 ⊙ P2

open) ▷ Eq. 14

S̃k
share = OT (Sk ⊙ Pk

share, S
2 ⊙ P2

share) ▷ Eq. 15
Gt ← 1

K (
∑K

k=1 S̃k
close +

∑K
k=1 S̃k

open +
∑K

k=1 S̃k
share)

end for
Obtain global OSR model G

CLIENT OPERATIONS
Input: Model weights Gt−1

Output: Updated local OSR model weights Sk
t ,

closed-set subnetworkMk
close, open-set subnetworkMk

open

for epoch e = 0, 1 . . . , E − 1 do
for batch {x, y} ∈ Dm do ▷ Local dataset Dm

Llocal = Lclose(x, y) + Lopen(x, y)

T k
close = |▽Lclose(ω)× ω| ▷ Eq.4
T k
open = |▽Lopen(ω)× ω| ▷ Eq.5
Mk

close,M
k
open = TopK(T k

close, T
k
open)

Sk
t ← update(Sk

t ,Llocal) ▷ Gradient descent
end for

end for
Send model weights Sk

t and subnetworksMk
close,Mk

open to the server

5. Experiment

5.1. Datasets and Evaluation

We conduct extensive experiments on both heteroge-
neous federated learning benchmark Handwritten digital
recognition FL Dataset (HDR-FL) and homogeneous feder-
ated learning benchmark CIFAR-10. The closed-set classi-
fication and open-set detection performances are evaluated
by accuracy (ACC) and AUROC (AUC) respectively.

HDR-FL: It consists of five datasets: MNIST [16],
SVHN [28], USPS [12], SynthDigits [8] and MNIST-M [8].
These datasets are 10-class handwritten digital images from
various scenarios. Each dataset is set as a client for Non-
IID FedOSR. To achieve open-set recognition, six classes
are chosen to be known and four classes are to be unknown
classes. We keep the same known classes and unknown
classes for all clients.

CIFAR-10: It contains 60000 images in 10 classes, with
6000 images per class [15]. We first divide 10 classes into
known classes and unknown classes, then split them into
five equal parts to construct homogeneous federated setting.
Specifically, we try different ratio between the known and
the unknown to validate our method (e.g. 4:6, 6:4 and 8:2).
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Table 1. Performance comparisons between our method and other baseline methods on HDR-FL benchmark.

Methods Closed-set ACC Open-set AUC
MNIST SVHN USPS Synth MNIST-M Avg MNIST SVHN USPS Synth MNIST-M Avg

SoftMax 96.69 76.06 97.97 83.99 83.69 87.68 77.38 65.41 88.80 70.53 66.24 73.67
OpenMax[2](CV PR′16) 95.54 63.13 97.97 81.15 76.57 82.87 77.78 57.37 89.21 69.78 60.88 71.00

RPL[4](ECCV ′20) 98.33 77.22 98.13 84.76 86.32 88.95 77.87 66.70 89.53 73.17 73.23 76.10
PROSER[43](CV PR′21) 98.04 75.81 97.20 86.92 84.93 88.58 83.63 65.57 90.28 71.76 69.75 76.20

ARPL[3](TPAMI′21) 97.17 69.83 96.44 84.64 84.22 86.46 85.65 59.79 92.53 69.70 68.17 75.16
DIAS[26](ECCV ′22) 97.50 70.66 97.62 86.11 86.81 87.74 82.90 67.33 90.69 77.48 71.92 78.06
SSB[35](ICLR′22) 96.41 60.12 97.46 82.82 74.86 82.33 88.53 57.68 90.45 73.40 70.01 76.01

FedPD(Ours) 98.73 78.06 98.56 89.32 90.14 90.96 90.98 69.46 93.31 79.43 73.64 81.36

Table 2. Performance comparisons between our method and other baseline methods on CIFAR-10 benchmark.

Method Known=4 Known=6 Known=8
Closed-set ACC Open-set AUC Closed-set ACC Open-set AUC Closed-set ACC Open-set AUC

SoftMax 83.23 ±0.28 65.70±0.14 83.14±0.38 72.00±0.44 72.17±0.41 61.11±0.45
OpenMax[2](CV PR′16) 83.24 ±0.08 65.96±0.14 84.56±0.24 81.69±0.59 72.72±0.40 61.52±0.38

RPL[4](ECCV ′20) 81.23 ±0.11 65.10±0.05 78.78±0.43 68.72±0.43 72.98±0.33 61.36±0.32
PROSER[43](CV PR′21) 84.15 ±0.13 69.04±0.07 85.77±0.48 80.69±0.27 70.50±0.21 60.48±0.41

ARPL[3](TPAMI′21) 83.91 ±0.09 69.02±0.12 86.54±0.53 79.83±0.69 73.63±0.37 66.78±0.64
DIAS[26](ECCV ′22) 84.85 ±0.04 70.32±0.09 87.74±0.16 81.66±0.25 74.53±0.37 67.75±0.34
SSB[35](ICLR′22) 84.27±0.06 68.85±0.11 86.04±0.70 82.41±0.33 75.54±0.18 67.97±0.23

FedPD(Ours) 86.28±0.07 71.50±0.07 89.43±0.22 85.07±0.50 75.87±0.16 69.12±0.45

5.2. Implementation Details

On local training, we apply PROSER [43] for open-set
training with a closed-set loss and an open-set loss. On
global aggregation, we utilize FedAvg [23] to average OSR
models for comparison methods. For handwritten digital
recognition, we apply a six-layer CNN. During the training
process, we utilize the SGD optimizer [31] with learning
rate 10−2 for closed-set loss and 10−4 for open-set loss,
we set batch size to 32 and training epochs to 100. Global
model is updated every epoch by FedAvg [23] aggregation.
For CIFAR-10 Dataset, we use WideResNet for classifica-
tion. Networks are trained by Adam optimizer [14] with
batch size of 128. The learning rates of closed-set loss and
open-set loss are initialized as 10−1 and 10−3 respectively.
The communication is conducted after every E = 5 epochs
in local training until reaching T = 250 epochs in total.
All experiments of these two benchmarks are performed on
NVIDIA 2080Ti card with Pytorch library. Detailed model
architecture for both benchmarks is shown in the supple-
mentary material.
5.3. Comparison with state-of-the-arts

We compare the performance of FedPD with the
state-of-the-art OSR methods, including SoftMax, Open-
Max [2], RPL [4], PROSER [43], ARPL [3], DIAS [26],
SSB [35]. These comparison methods are implemented by
FedAvg [23] on each client OSR models. Our FedPD uti-
lizes the popular generative-based method PROSER [43]
for local open-set training.
HDR-FL: As shown in Table 1, our FedPD outperforms
existing OSR approaches with a large margin not only in
closed-set classification but also in open-set detection. In
addition, our FedPD achieves consistent improvements on

all clients. Specifically, our method can surpass existing ap-
proaches with a promising 90.60% average closed-set ACC
and 80.78 average open-set AUC, outperforming the state-
of-the-art OSR method DIAS [26] with 2.76% in ACC and
2.72% in AUC. It validates that our method could enable
better global model aggregation for open-set recognition,
which verifies the effectiveness of our divide-and-conquer
approach to address parameter misalignment in FedOSR.
Moreover, some generate-based methods (e.g. SSB [26])
may encounter serious model collapse problem due to un-
matched parameter of local OSR models, leading to 8.17%
performance gap in average ACC.

CIFAR-10: Comparison results on CIFAR-10 benchmark
are shown in Table 2. To validate the stability of our
method, we conduct experiments on different ratios be-
tween known classes and unknown classes. In these three
setting, our FedPD achieves the best open-set AUC of
71.70%, 85.07% and 69.12%. The consistent performance
improvement over different openness demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our FedPD to promote the ability of detecting
novel category for federated models.

5.4. Ablation Analysis of Our Method
5.4.1 Effectiveness of LPD

Table 4. Comparison to different network splitting methods.
Splitting Method None Grad Grad × Weight (Ours)
Closed-set ACC 85.61 89.04 90.96
Open-set AUC 76.19 80.95 81.36

To demonstrate the advantage of local parameter disentan-
glement, we compare it with no splitting and network split-
ting by grad as shown in Table 4. It shows that conducting
network splitting according to task gradients results in large
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Table 3. Ablation study for key components.

Methods closed-set ACC Open-set AUC
MNIST SVHN USPS Synth MNIST-M Avg MNIST SVHN USPS Synth MNIST-M Avg

Baseline + FedAvg 98.04 75.81 97.20 86.92 84.93 88.58 83.63 65.57 90.28 71.76 69.75 76.20
Baseline + FedMA 97.21 60.72 98.22 86.18 85.72 85.61 83.09 66.47 88.81 73.13 69.46 76.19

Baseline + FedPD (Ours) 98.73 78.06 98.56 89.32 90.14 90.96 90.98 69.46 93.31 79.43 73.64 81.36
Ours w/o Divide 98.39 77.60 98.22 88.65 89.66 90.50 89.56 69.91 92.72 79.05 72.67 80.78

Ours w/o Conquer 97.43 72.74 97.62 85.82 85.22 87.76 84.41 65.78 91.60 72.51 70.81 77.02

Figure 5. Ablation study for the masking ratio of the parameter
disentanglement.

performance gain. Combining gradient and weight infor-
mation makes better model decoupling, which corresponds
to our theoretical analysis in Eq. 3.
5.4.2 Effectiveness of GDCA
Learning to Divide To validate the advantage of dividing
two subnetworks into specific parts and shared parts, we
conduct experiments on two different aggregation strategy:
align two subnetworks then average (Ours w/o Divide) and
align three parts then average (Ours). Comparison results
in Table 3 illustrates that aligning three parts outperforms
aligning two subnetworks with performance gain of 0.46%
in ACC and 0.58% in AUC. It is because that the overlap-
ping parameters between these two subnetworks may have
different distribution after alignment, thus leading to am-
biguous parameters.
Learning to Conquer To validate the effectiveness of
divide-and-conquer aggregation, we compare our method
with traditional aggregation methods FedAvg and FedMA.
Unlike obvious improvement on closed-set setting, FedMA
shows inferior performance than FedAvg as shown in Ta-
ble 3. It is consistent with our observation that parame-
ter components in open-set models are more complex than
those in closed-set models due to multiple optimization di-
rections. Compared with directly averaging three parts with
alignment (Ours w/o Conquer), conducting our proposed
aggregation strategy brings performance boost on of 3.2%
in ACC and 4.34% in AUC, demonstrating that our FedPD
can alleviate parameter misalignment problem.

5.4.3 Effect of Masking Ratio

To investigate the effect of masking ratio to the FedOSR
performance, we design ablation experiments under HDR-
FL setting, as shown in Fig. 5. It is observed that small
masking ratio (e.g. 0.1) may filter out too much parameters,
leading to empty shared parameter. Large masking ratio
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Figure 6. Parameter distribution of closed-set subnetworks and
open-set subnetworks on CIFAR-10 dataset.

(e.g. 0.9) can’t choose valuable weights for the closed-set
task and the open-set task, thus leading to invalid decou-
pling. In this paper, we choose suitable masking ratio as 0.5
based on our experimental observation that it achieves the
best closed-set ACC and open-set AUC.
5.5. Analysis of Parameter Misalignment

To verify the parameter misalignment problem in Fe-
dOSR, we visualize the weights distributions of closed-
set subnetwork and open-set subnetwork on CIFAR-10
homogeneous benchmark as shown in Fig. 6. Different
clients still holds inconsistent parameter distribution on
both closed-set subnetwork and open-set subnetwork. Dif-
ferent from results shown in Fig. 4, where parameter mis-
alignment may come from domain shift in heterogeneous
federated datasets. Fig. 6 further emphasize that the param-
eter misalignment in FedOSR mainly comes from gradient
divergence of closed-set loss and open-set loss.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we propose a novel and practical prob-

lem of federated open-set recognition (FedOSR) for the
first time. To alleviate the parameter misalignment prob-
lem in FedOSR, we design a novel parameter disentangle-
ment guided federated algorithm (FedPD). Specifically, on
the client side, a local parameter disentanglement is devel-
oped to decouple the local OSR models into closed-set sub-
networks and open-set subnetworks. On the server side, a
global divide-and-conquer aggregation strategy is proposed
to divide two subnetworks into specific parts and shared
parts, then align corresponding parts by optimal transport
and fuse them to generate global model. Extensive experi-
ments on both IID and Non-IID benchmark datasets demon-
strate the effectiveness of FedPD.
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